
Marshmallow flavored gum.



What my science 
fair project is

• Have you ever wondered why there is no 

marshmallow flavored gum. For my science 

fair project I will experiment on how to 

make marshmallow flavored gum and focus 

on finding a recipe that creates the best 

marshmallow flavor in gum.



What I know 
about gum

• So what I know about gum is the gum 
has flavor and its sticky and some gum 
packs have 15 pieces in a pack.

• Gum is made with different flavors 
like mint, grape, cinnamon, spearmint, 
bubble gum, and juicy fruit.

• I researched and there are no 
marshmallow flavored gums on sale in 
the United States. There is 
marshmallow candy that is flavored as 
bubblegum available in China.
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Gum Recipes – Key 
Ingredients

• Flavoring

• Sugar

• Corn Syrup

• Gum base or beeswax

• Glycerin

• Need to heat to combine ingredients and 

make gooey
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How to Make 
Marshmallow 
Flavoring

• How to flavor Marshmallows – Cane 

sugar, pure vanilla extract

• How to create a marshmallow syrup -

Marshmallow syrup can be made by 

combining sugar, hot water and 

toasted marshmallows

• Which method added to basic gum 

recipe creates a better marshmallow 

flavor?



The Plan
1) Test out gum recipes and 

decide on the best one.

2) Compare store bought 

marshmallow and homemade 

marshmallow as flavoring

3) Improve to make a final 

version



Making gum: Finding the right basic recipe
• Recipe A:

• Step 1, mixed 1/3 cup of gum base with ¼ tsp of 
citric acid, 1tsp of glycerin, and 2tbl of corn 
syrup.

• Step2, microwave the gum base mixture in a 
microwaveable bowl for 1 min.

• Step 3, pour out ½ cup of powdered sugar onto a 
cutting board and make a hole in the middle of the 
powdered sugar.

• Step 4, mix the gum base mixture into the 
powdered sugar.

• Recipe B :

• Mixture of 4 tbl gum base and 2 tbl corn syrup. We 

microwaved it melt and then mixed with ½ cup 

powdered sugar

• The Decision: My family tried both A and B, and rated them on chew and texture. Gum A was way better in both. It really was a 

much better chewing gum. Maybe because it had glycerin, citric acid, gum base, corn syrup and like a human body 

everything has its own part to work together. These gums definitely need some better flavor though.

The Results:

Recipe Chew Texture

Mom B 2 7

Me B 7 9

Sister 1 B 5 7

Sister 2 B 3 6

Dad B 4 7

21 33

Mom A 7 8

Me A 8 8

Sister 1 A 7 8

Sister 2 A 8 8

Dad A 6 8

36 40

** rated on a 1-10 scale, 10 being 
best



Making Marshmallows!!
• To make Marshmallows I looked up online and followed these directions to make marshmallows. 

Step1, was mix three packets of gelatin with 1/2 cups of water then set aside. Step 2, over stove top 

melt 2 cups of sugar, 2/3 cup corn syrup, with 1/2 cup of water then boil for one minute. Step 3, mix hot 

sugar mixture into gelatin and mix at high speed for 12 min. Step 4, add one tbl of vanilla and mix until 

soft peaks form. Step 5, pour mixture into prepared pan. Step 6, let cool for at least four hours.



Adding Marshmallow flavor to gum

• Recipe A – Using homemade 

marshmallows. First, we make 

gum like we did in the first 

experiment then instead of 

adding corn syrup we added 

the 2 tbl of melted 

marshmallows for flavoring.

• Recipe B – Using store bought 

marshmallow. We made the 

same gum recipe and added 2 

tbl of melted marshmallows.

• The Decision: My family again tested these gums, rating how we like them for flavor and chew this time.  

Homemade marshmallow flavoring won because it had everything gum needs. It has better flavor and 

the chew like gum, but not enough marshmallow flavor in the gum. Also, the flavor of the citric acid was 

too much. We need to make that a little less.

Recipe Flavor Chew

Dad A 7 8

Sister 1 A 7 8

Sister 2 A 7 8

Me A 7 8

28 32

Dad B 5 6

Sister 1 B 5 6

Sister 2 B 4 6

Me B 4 6

19 24

The Results:

** rated on a 1-10 scale, 10 being 
best



Improving Marshmallow flavor in gum
• Recipe A2 – Double Marshmallow. First

we make gum (using 1/8 tsp citric acid) 

then add melted marshmallows 

(homemade recipe) but double the 

amount from last time we made the gum. 

Then we taste the gum after we make 

everything.

• Recipe A3 – Toasted Marshmallow. First

we toasted some of our homemade 

marshmallows. Then, we made the gum 

recipe (with 1/8 tsp citric acid) and 

added the melted, toasted marshmallow 

flavoring to the gum. Last, we tasted the 

gum.

• The Decision: The two new recipes were compared back to the earlier version.  We chose gum A2 because it 

had the best marshmallow flavor and good features and that’s what we need to make gum. The toasted 

marshmallow flavored gum was pretty good, too.

Recipe Flavor Chew

Me A3 7 7

Dad A3 7 7

Sister 1 A3 8 7

Sister 2 A3 9 8

Mom A3 7 8

38 37

Me A2 8 8

Dad A2 8 7

Sister 1 A2 8 8

Sister 2 A2 7 8

Mom A2 8 7

39 38

Me A1 5 6

Dad A1 7 5

Sister 1 A1 5 6

Sister 2 A1 5 5

Mom A1 4 5

26 27

The Results:

** rated on a 1-10 scale, 10 being best



Final thoughts and future directions

• I solved my problem because I made marshmallow flavored gum and I'm glad because that 

never existed anywhere. It is pretty good gum, too!

• I do think it needs more improvement on the flavor because it would be great if it had more 

flavor. People like gum with a lot of flavor. Also, the flavor did not last as long as I hoped.

• I feel good about this experiment because I feel like this type of flavored gum needs to 

exist. I feel very proud of myself for making gum for the first time and making a new 

flavor exist.

• What I would do next in this experiment I would add more flavor in 

the gum because you know in store bought gum there is so much flavor so 

that’s what this gum needs. I could also look into learning from a gum maker to make long 

lasting flavor. Also, the gum base we used had its own flavor that was not great. I would like 

to find a base that that did not have so much of that flavor.



References

Gum recipe A: google search

Gum recipe B: cookies cupcackes and cardio youtube channel.

Marshmallow recipe: mybakingaddiction.com
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